ERRATA
Updated 5/11/22

The following changes apply to the 2022 edition of *Fundamentals of Louisiana Notarial Law and Practice – The Louisiana Notary Public Examination Official Study Guide*. For the most current errata for the study guide, please see:

http://www.sos.la.gov/NotaryAndCertifications/PrepareForTheNotaryExam/

- Page 290
  First sentence under *Property susceptible to mortgage*, strike out “movables” and insert “immovables.”

- Page 351
  First sentence under *Costs of recording*, strike out “born” and insert “borne.”.

- Page 514
  First sentence under *Adding property to trusts*, after “both,” strike out first instance of “immovable” and insert “movable.”

Readers are encouraged to report errors in the Notary Study Guide to
LSU Office of Testing and Evaluation Services
51 Himes Hall, LSU, Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Phone (225) 578-1145; Email otes@lsu.edu